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Sequencing snakes

Mainland tiger snake
(Notechis scutatus)

We have sequenced two of the
deadliest venomous snakes in
Australia: the mainland tiger snake
(Notechis scutatus) and the eastern
brown snake (Pseudonaja textilis).
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kmers were predicted from
raw and trimmed Illumina
reads using jellyfish, with
k=21, k=23 and k=25.
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GenomeScope kmer
analysis of Illumina data
predicted a genome size
of approx. 1.25-1.5 Gb
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Illumina NovaSeq 6000
3 billion reads per run
1 Tb data (2x150 PE sequencing)

How big is a snake genome?

Eastern brown snake
(Pseudonaja textilis)
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10x Genomics Chromium
“Linked read” sequencing
Molecule-specific barcodes on 50 kb+ fragments
Standard Illumina (HiSeq X) sequencing
100 Gb data per lane
Genome assembly using “pseudo-long-reads”

GenomeScope and two simple genome size prediction methods
have been implemented in a Shiny app, GenomeR for data
exploration and batch processing of multiple jellyfish files.
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PacBio Sequel
Long read single molecule sequencing (upto 100kb)
3.5-5 Gb per SMRT cell
Expensive versus Illumina!
NovaSeq
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GenomeScope predictions with different input data, kmer lengths and max frequency thresholds give consistent
unique genome size predictions around 1Gb and a range of repetitive genome size estimates around 250-500 Mb.
(Brown snake data appears more consistent due to fewer samples and estimates.)

10x Chromium

10x Genomics pseudodiploid assembly

How good are 10x assemblies?

Raw data

Supernova v2 assemblies of the data generated exceptionally high
quality genomes for the price. (Scaffolds > 50Mb; N50 > 5Mb)

10x Genomics Chromium “linked read” sequencing offers many of the
benefits of long read assembly for the cost of short read sequencing.
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Published snake genomes are
shown as green squares

Unresolved

Primary genome assemblies were of similar size to kmer
predictions and published snake genomes.
Ø Brown snake: 1.59 Gb on 28,550 scaffolds (2.5% N)
Ø Tiger snake: 1.67 Gb on 52,414 scaffolds (4.8% N)

High molecular weight molecules of DNA are
barcoded prior to shotgun Illumina sequencing.
Molecule barcodes can be used for pseudo-long-read assembly, with improved handling of repetitive regions.
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We have also performed Supernova assemblies
of 10x linked read sequencing for two other
species: the rock wallaby and the cane toad. The
Wallaby assembly was also excellent. The cane
toad did not assemble as well, possibly due to a
very high repeat content.
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“Pseudopdiploid” assembly
of two “pseudohaploids”

?

Where heterozygous variants are dense enough, haplotypes can be phased to generate a
“pseudodiploid” assembly with some regions represented as two alleles. Homozygous regions appear
in both “pseudohaploid” genome copies. Note that there is uncertain linkage between haplotype blocks.

How robust is BUSCO ?
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BUSCO finds genes in the Primary and/or
Alternative assemblies that are missed in the full
Pseudodiploid assembly and vice versa: the
same scaffolds return different BUSCO results
dependent on the rest of the assembly.

Alternative scaffolds:
Ø Brown snake: 1.23 Gb on 504 scaffolds (N50 = 17.1 Mb)
Ø Tiger snake: 1.67 Gb on 52,414 scaffolds (N50 = 8.50 Mb)

Genome Annotation

Inspection of BUSCO results revealed unexpected behaviour.
BUSCO (v2.0.1 short) ratings can be combined across
datasets, keeping “maximum” rating per gene.
(Duplicated > Complete > Fragmented > Missing)

BUSCO (v2.0.1 short) completeness
estimates of 87.3% (tiger snake) and 90.5%
(brown snake) compare very favourably with
other published snake genomes.
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MAKER annotation of the genomes is ongoing. An online
sequence search tool is available, with results that link out to
WebApollo genome browsers.
http://www.slimsuite.unsw.edu.au/servers/apollo.php
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Tiger snake pseudodiploid
replicate runs

SNAP

Repeat runs on a single dataset show very small
differences (one BUSCO Missing or Complete).
Test runs on artificial assemblies highlight some
behaviours to be aware of when using BUSCO:
§ Analysing a subset of scaffolds improves
performance; adding extra copies of the
same sequences reduces performance
§ Adding random sequences does NOT
reduce performance
§ Performance changes after reversecomplementing scaffolds
§ No single dataset finds all BUSCOs present
Conclusion: do not over-interpret differences
in BUSCO completeness!
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The altered BUSCO
was consistent

SNAP

All tiger snake
BUSCO scaffolds
Primary subset…
…copied exactly

Subset > All

…reverse-complement
Duplicate

RevComp < Forward

Triplicate (one revcomp)
Shuffled data (1)
Shuffled data (2)
Shuffled data (3)
Primary + 1 shuffle (2n)
Primary + 2 shuffles (3n)
Primary + 3 shuffles (4n)
All tests combined

https://www.slimsuite.unsw.edu.au
https://edwardslab.blogspot.com.au
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Duplicating(+) < Haploid
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Unpublished tiger snake
RNA-Seq and published
snake transcriptome
data is being used to
improve gene
annotation

Get involved!
Ask for access and
start curating snake
genes today!
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Adding shuffled sequences
improves performance?
No single run finds everything
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